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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSECUENCES

1 : t 21 | (NP-33-81-44) After a unit trip and a loss of E2 bus and instrumentation panels YAR |

|: ! 3 | | and YAU, four action statements were entered. The RCS saturation margin meters and (1}

19141 I auxiliary feedvater flow indication was lost. Makeup Pump 1-1 tripped. Auxiliary |

[: !3; | Feedwater Pump 1-2 did not operate properly. Main stean safety valve SP17B4 failed tel

l a (s i | properly rescat. The applicable technical specifications were 3.3.3.6, 3.1.2.4, j

| } 7 | | 3.7.1.2, and 3.7.1.1. Power was res'tored within approximately 13 minutes. |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 27

, o g | Construction personnel caused a mechanical shock to a sensitive ITH relays causing a |
;,

1
g,g,,g oss of E2 bus and busses YAR and YAU. This loss of power caused the

l

and the 1-1 |,,,7ggRCS T-sat meters and auxiliary feedwater flow indication to be lost,

g | Makeup Pump to trip. The Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-2 did not operate properly due tc;'

gig,,g ;a defective governor. Safety valve SPl7B4 was removed and replaced with a spare. .
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-81-44

DATE OF EVENT: June 24, 1981

FACILITY: Davis-Besse Unit 1

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE: Reportable o'ccurrence caused by the loss of E2 Bus
and the unit trip of June 24, 1981

. Conditions Prior to Occurrence: The unit had been operating at approximately 74%'
of full power prior to the trip. The unit was in Mode 3 with Power (MUT) = 0 and
Load (Gross MNE) = 0 at the time of the entries into the action statements.

Description of Occurrence: On June 24, 1981, Davis-Besse Unit I was operating at
approximately 74% of full power. The Control Rod Drive Breaker Logic Test,
ST 5030.12, was started at 1305 hours and "A" control rod drive breaker was de-
energized as part of the test. At 1327 hours, construction personnel erecting
scaffolding inadvertently caused a mechanical shock to non-essential breaker HAAE2
which caused the ground fault relay to activate and trip the breaker, resulting in
a loss of the control rod inductrol power supply. This in conjunction with the "A"
control rod breaker being open for testing caused a loss of power to the control
rods, and the control rods dropped into the core.

The loss of E2 bus de-energi. zed the power supply (E23) to the regulated instrumenta-
tion distribution panel YAR. Since the inverter for the uninterruptable instrumen-
tation distribution panel YAU was being fed from its alternate supply YAR, YAU was-
also de-energized. This caused a loss of indication on the saturation margin meters
and the #1 auxiliary feedpump flow indication, placing the unit in the 30 day action
statement of Technical Specification 3.3.3.6.

The loss of YAU also caused Makeup Pump 1-1 to trip after the Makeup Tank level time
delay interlock relay powered from YAU de-energized. Makeup Pump 1-2 was in operation
at the time. Makeup Pump 1-1-tripping placed the unit in the 72 hour action statement
of Technical Specification 3.1.2.4.

During the trip recovery, the auxiliary feedwater pumps were actuated through a manual
initiation of the Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System. Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump #2 did not respond properly after initiation, placing the unit in the 72 hour
_ action statement of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2.

Also after the unit trip, main. steam safety valve SPl7B4 failed to properly rescat.
The valve was declared inoperable and gagged, placing the unit in the four hour
action statement of Technical Specification 3.7.1.1. Since the high flux trip ser-
point had been previously reduced to less than 80.32% due to Reactor Coolant Pump
2-1 shutdown, no further action was required.

Approximately 13 minutes after the unit trip, non-essential bus E2 was re-energized
from its alternate source by manually connecting bus E2 to its alternate feed on'
B bus by closing breaker llBBE2. This restored instrumentation pancis YAR and YAU
and returned the Auxiliary Feed Pump 1-1 flow indication and both saturation margin
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-81-44 PAGE 2

meters to operability, removing the unit from the action statement of Technical
Specification 3.3.3.6. This action also restored control power to the #1 makeup
pump tank interlock relay, and Makeup Pump #1 would have been operable if additional
makeup ficw was required, removing the unit from the action statement of Technical
Specification 3.1.2.4.

The trip recovery was completed without any unusual reactor coolant system transients.
To verify the #1 Makeup Pump operability, it was test started at 1943 hours.

Designation of Apparent Cause of Occurrence: The root cause of this event was the
sensitivity of the Westinghouse Type ITH relays to mechanical shock. The sensi-

1 tivity of these relays is affected by gap size. The gap on the relay which actuated
was found to be within the vendor specified setting tolerance. However, this very
narrow gap setting made the ITH relay very susceptible to mechanical shock.

The cause of the loss of YAR was the actuation of the ground fault relay on breaker
HAAE2 due to a mechanical shock from construction personnel erecting scaffolding in
the area. This also caused a loss of YAU since the inverter supply for YAU was
previously transferred to its alternate supply from YAR due to a defective static
sensing and transfer logic card in the static switch.

The loss of more than one saturation margin meter was caused by a wiring diagram
(design) error in the Facility Change Request 79-439 package.

The cause of the safety valve failure to reseat is unknown. The valve was removed
and is being returned to the vendor for further analysis.

The cause of the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump ~1-2 improper response was a problem
internal to the turbine governor.

.

Analysis of Occurrence: There was no danger to the health and safety of the public
or to Station personnel. Essentially powered instrumentation was available and
was used by the operators throughout the unit trip. Makeup Pump 1-2 was in operation
at the time of the Makeup Pump 1-1 trip. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-1 operated

Theproperly and supplied both steam generators with feedwater after the trip.
safety valve failure to completely.rescat did not significantly affect the post
trip response of the unit, and more than adequate main steam line relief protection
existed.

Corrective Action: Under Maintenance Work Orders (MWO) 81-2849 and 81-2850, Toledo
Edison removed and adjusted all type ITH relays at the unit. The gap on the relays

I was adjusted to as large a value as possible while still maintaining the proper
current pickup and dropout values. The Relay Setting Sheet for these relays will
be revised to include this increased gap setting on all future calibrations.
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE PACE 3
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-81-44

On June 25, 1981, an investigation of the inverter YVA difficulties identified a
defective static sensing and transfer logic card as the cause of the transfer to
the alternate supply from YAR. The defective card was replaced under Maintenance
Work Order 81-2521 and YAU was returned to its normal power supply at 1645 hours.

.

25, 1981, under Maintenance Work Order 81-2671, the #2 Auxiliary FeedpumpOn June
turbine governer slip clutch was adjusted and the low speed stop pin straightened.
Also, a new set screw was installed in the governor coupling to ensure the coupling

4

would not slip. The auxiliary feedpump governor was cycled ten times to verify
operability prior to being declared operbie at 2125 hours.

Both auxiliary feedpump governors were inspected by the maintenance staff and the
governor vendor representative, and on July 17, 1981 under Maintenance Work ordera

81-2858, the entire governor assembly on Auxiliary Feedpump 1-2 was replaced with t
spare governor assembly. The governor removed f rom Auxiliary Feedpump 1-2 will be
returned to the vendor for refurbishment. The inspection of Auxiliary Feedpump
1-1 governor did not reveal any deficiencies.

On July 4,1981, the saturation margin wiring modification was completed under.This modi-Maintenance Work Order 79-439 (Supplements 14 and 15 to FCR 79-439).
fication corrected the condition where each saturation margin meter required both

i non-interruptable power supplies YAU and YBU. Future planned modifications will
power both saturation margin meters from essential power supplies.

81-2675 on July 4,Safety valve SP17B4 was replaced under Maintenance. Work Order
1981. The new valve will be hydroset during the unit startup from the present
reactor coolant pump seal outage.

Additional corrective action already in progress is the installation of safety grada
essentially powered auxiliary feedwater flow indications per Facility Change Requer:
79-430. When completed, this will prevent a loss of auxiliary feedwater flow indi-
cation from a loss of a non-essential bus."

Although there have been numerous previous reportable occurrences ofFailure Data:
auxiliary feedwater system failures, only LER NP-33-80-02 (80-003) appears to have
a related root cause.

There has been one previous reportable occurrence initiated by a mechanical shock t
a breaker relay - see LER NP-32-80-06 (80-029) for details.

Although loss of a non-essential inverter such as YVA is not a reportable occurrence,
one previous event was complicated by a loss of a non-essential inverter normale

power supply - see LER NP-32-80-06 (80-029) ..

There has been one previous reportabic occurrence of a makeup pump becoming inopere-
ble due to a loss of interlock power - see LER NP-32-77-14.

There have been no previously reported occurrences of main steam safety valves bein;
made inoperabic because of f ailure to properly rcscat.
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